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QUALICUM BEACH GARDEN CLUB
www.qualicumbeachgardenclub.wordpress.com

January 2015 VOLUME 19:01

Next Meeting: Tuesday, January 13, 2015  
Qualicum Beach Civic Centre

7:00 pm Come early to mingle, munch and have a look around

7:30 pm Dan Jason of Salt Spring Seeds 
The Power of Pulses—Growing, Cooking and Saving the World with 
Dried Peas and Beans, Chickpeas, Favas and Lentils

 Dan Jason is a writer and a speaker. He is currently working on a book with 
the same title as his talk. 

 Dan is a proponent of heirloom seeds and seedbanks. He was involved in the 
founding of Seed of Diversity Canada. He has been the President of the Seed 
and plant Sanctuary for Canada since 2002. Dan is a strong proponent of 
local sustainability. 

 Dan has owned and managed Salt Spring Seeds since 1986. His seed 
company specializes in heritage and heirloom varieties of vegetables and 
other plants. 

 (Louise Kelsey suggests checking out http://www.pulsecanada.com/.)

Coming Soon:
February (if we have that meeting, re the executive deficit!) - Connie Kuramoto

Notable Events/News

Our Club Needs You!
There are several QBGC Board positions still to be filled for 2015: Unless we have 
volunteers for these positions at the January meeting the club will go into a hiatus.  
That means the monthly meetings will not occur until these positions are filled.

President Newsletter editor

Vice president Program coordinator assistant

Secretary

A position could be shared with another person. Current board members are happy to 
help you transition into your role.
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Garden Club Special Interest Groups
SIGN UP AT MARCH MEETING!

A number of special interest groups are available through the QBGC. These groups 
are designed as an informal way for members to meet and learn more about a topic 
of interest. Each group has a coordinator/facilitator who organizes the group and 
arranges meeting times. There is no cost to join these groups (except where supplies 
are needed) and they are a good way to get to know others with similar interests in 
a smaller group format. Members often meet in the homes/gardens of others in their 
group on a rotating basis.

Groups include:

Mushrooms, Native Plants, Organic Fertilizers, Pruning, Vegetables, Winter Vegetables, 
West Coast Basics, Seed Saving.

The sign up for these groups will be at the March and April meetings. Please look for  
the sign up table at the back of the hall.

If you have suggestions for another group, please see the coordinators at the sign up 
table in March.

Leigh Winter 
Erica Monderman

Seedy Saturday – Volunteers Still Needed
Lori will circulate sign-up sheets at our January meeting. Please join in. The work  
shifts are only 1½ hours long, from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. February 7, 2015.

If you cannot attend the meeting but wish to participate, contact Lori Pross at  
250-752-0196 or at nickorlori@shaw.ca to volunteer.

Lori will confirm the participation of those who signed up with a followup call and let 
everyone know in which area they have been assigned.

Classifieds:
Members may submit classifieds to the newsletter editor by the 26th of each month 
for entry into the upcoming newsletter. Ads run for one newsletter issue only, unless 
resubmitted.

For sale: Healthy 4 year-old olive tree in large pot needs a new home. Olive is seeking 
a warm, sheltered sunny location where she can shed her pot and spread her roots. $20 
for Olive, $20 for the pot. If the pot is returned the “pot fee” would be refunded. Contact 
Diane at 250-752-4427.

Wanted: Epimediums – any cultivar. Astilbes – any cultivar. Dianthus plumarius – any. 
Seeds for white snapdragons. Strawberry starts. Will pick up. Will trade for weeding if 
you wish. Judy @ 250-752-5706.
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Wanted: Affordable hummingbird feeders. Even if they need some repair, I don’t mind 
refurbishing them. I’m planning a hummingbird feeding station near my porch for hours 
of enjoyment. I would be happy to come along to pick them up. I’m located in Nanoose 
Bay. Suzanne Jones – sue59bc@gmail.com or 250-468-7621.

Home Grown Gardens. Andrew Pennells, B.A., CHT. Ecologically sustainable design and 
implementation. Expert pruning. Friendly advice and maintenance. Fully licensed and 
insured 250-937-0626. Ajmp7@shaw.ca.

Nuance Garden Design & Care offers a complete range of professional landscape 
services: design, installation, maintenance, consultation, ornamental & edible.

Brandy Miceli, Certified Horticulture Technician. 
250-947-9644. nuancegarden@gmail.com. 
Nuancegarden.blogspot.ca.

Just Gardens. I have a few openings for pruning trees and shrubs in January and 
February. (Sorry – no openings in the spring, summer, or fall.) Judy Stoutenburg.  
250-752-5706. WCB insured. judystoutenburg@shaw.ca.

Articles

Attracting Hummingbirds to Your Yard ~ Suzanne Jones
I’m working on establishing a hummingbird 
feeder station. Here is a photo of the most 
unusual hummingbird feeder that I found 
on the Internet. I call it the “hummingbird 
bar.” If I were to make this I would want 
to have a resting place for the birds while 
they sipped away. It is made with a length 
of PVC pipe with drilled spacing for the 
feeder tubes. The ends are connected with 
threaded PVC caps. I’m sure that with 
some planning, this is a doable DIY project.

I got interested in creating hummingbird 
habitant when I noticed that there 
are many hummingbirds coming to my flowering shrub (pictured below – Grevillea 
victoriae?). They go right into the inside branches and flit around looking for nectar.
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All bird species require food, 
water, shelter and nesting spots. 
As we learn how to attract 
hummingbirds we will be able to 
create wonderful sanctuaries in 
our backyards to fulfill all of these 
basic bird needs.

Food

There are several ways to provide 
tantalizing food for hummingbirds: 
through plants, feeders and 
insects. The exact plants you 
choose will vary depending on your 
climate, location, soil type and 
other factors. Choosing several of 
the top flowers for hummingbirds 
can make your garden a beacon for 
these little birds.

Here is a list of some plants that produce plenty of nectar:
Bleeding Heart 
Columbine 
Desert Trumpet 
Calico Bush 
Columbia Lily 
Scarlet Creeper 
Red Fireweed 
Trumpet Vine 
Cardinal Flower

Trumpet 
Honeysuckle 
Bee Balm 
Carpet Bugle 
Impatiens 
Petunia 
Salvia 
Butterfly Bush 
Coral Bells

Fuchsia 
Larkspur 
Canna 
Crocosmia
Red-flowering currant 
Oregon grape
Grevillea

When choosing the best flowers for attracting hummingbirds, select plants with different 
bloom times to ensure an abundant food source over time. A mix of annuals, perennials, 
vines and shrubs is helpful in ensuring that nectar is available from late winter through 
late summer, giving the birds a rich food source throughout the season.

Flowers with very little fragrance are less attractive to bees. This can help eliminate the 
problem of insects on hummingbird feeders. Finally, all the flowers should be suitable to 
the climate, temperature, soil and level of sunlight so they will bloom well and produce 
healthy, rich flowers.

Feeders: Nectar feeders are one of the most common ways to attract hummingbirds to 
your yard. A wide range of feeder styles is available, including gel packs, inverted tubes 
and saucer dishes. Feeders may come with wasp, hornet and ant guards, and they are 
often colored red to help attract hummingbirds. Commercial nectar concentrates and 
mixes can be used or birders can fill their feeders with a homemade nectar recipe. (Do 
not use food dye in homemade nectar.)

Insects: While hummingbirds are most well known for their fondness for nectar, they 
also eat a large quantity of insects, including spiders. Avoid using pesticides that 
will kill or contaminate this food source, and choose flowering plants that are also 
attractive to insects.

Grevillea
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Water and Shelter

Not all birds will visit feeders, but they are all attracted to water. Hummingbirds prefer 
moving water sources such as sprinklers, fountains, waterfalls, misters and drippers. 
They will often perch in a spray or fly through moving water to cool off or bathe. Water 
sources should be kept fresh and clean, and positioning the water near nectar- rich 
flowers will make it even more attractive to hummingbirds.

When they aren’t feeding, hummingbirds look for perches to rest and preen. Providing 
perches such as slender poles, clotheslines, thin vines, trellises, wires and multiple 
levels of shrubbery will give birds suitable shelter. At the same time, because many 
hummingbirds are very aggressive, they will prefer perches that also have good fields of 
view to protect their territory. For best results, position perching plants and shrubs near 
food sources.

Nesting Spots

Hummingbirds will not use birdhouses or nesting boxes. Instead, they build their double-
lined, cup-shaped nests in trees and shrubs, though bolder birds may build their nests 
along wires, clotheslines or poles. Providing sheltered, safe areas of native plants for the 
birds to nest will make a backyard more attractive. You can also supply suitable nesting 
materials including fine cotton, small lengths of string and animal fur to attract nesting 
birds. **Dryer lint is no longer recommended.

Garden Size and Shape: A hummingbird garden does not need to be large to be useful, 
but consider that flowers grow and plants spread when determining the garden’s 
boundaries. A larger garden will accommodate a greater variety of plants and give 
more birds room to enjoy the offerings. A longer, narrower garden will provide more 
area for the birds to spread out and enjoy, and will have fewer obstructed views of the 
flying visitors. A slightly curved garden or one with a more flowing shape will be more 
aesthetically pleasing as well.

Placement: An ideal hummingbird garden will get both sun and shade throughout the 
day, but will also offer good views to birders from a nearby window, patio or deck. 
Consider the growing needs – sun and soil type – of flowers you want to include when 
deciding where to position your garden.

Structures: If your hummingbird garden will incorporate structures – the side of a shed, 
a trellis or arbor, garden hooks, etc. – keep them in mind when planning so they are not 
overwhelmed with the new plants, and position them to be part of the overall garden 
design in a useful way.

Arrangement: Consider plant arrangements carefully to create a tiered effect that will 
give birds greater access to more food sources without obstructing the best views. Place 
taller plants and trees either in the center or back of the bed, with shorter plants and 
mounding varieties in front. Grouping plants with similar watering and fertilization needs 
together will make caring for them easier as well.
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Safety

• Consider cats when placing food and water sources. Domestic cats are tremendous 
hunters and can leap much farther than you might guess. Even if a cat only “plays 
with” a bird it will likely die from bacteria deposited by claws or teeth. (From Science 
News, January 29, 2013: “America’s cats, including housecats that adventure 
outdoors and feral cats, kill between 1.3 billion and 4.0 billion birds in a year, says 
Peter Marra of the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute in Washington, D.C.”)

• Clean your feeders often.

I hope that you find this information helpful in planning and creating your own 
hummingbird sanctuary.

Ivy – Hedera species and cultivars ~ Judy Stoutenburg
(Brandy Miceli did a presentation on ivy in November, but it’s a big enough issue to bear 
repetition.)

Ivy is pretty. It’s tough. It’s reliably evergreen. When I lived in Saskatchewan, ivy was 
something I grew in a pot in my home and yearned for as a bonsai subject. When I 
arrived in BC, I saw it covering forest floors and creeping up very tall trees. After seeing 
that, ivy is just not pretty any more.

How many of you have driven down the highway and seen lovely cone- shaped “trees” – 
only to realize that what you are actually looking at is a dying tree shrouded in ivy? The 
reason the tree is dying is that ivy is shading out the tree.

No sunlight = no photosynthesis. No photosynthesis = plant death.

Death is the fate of plants that are overtaken by ivy. Ivy is vigorous enough to take 
over and create a monoculture. A monoculture is a single-species environment in a 
given area – like we wish our lawns were.

Those of us who have dragged a small tarp of wrist-sized ivy trunks will tell you how 
incredibly heavy ivy is. The weight of ivy markedly increases the chance of windthrow 
for the trees it has encased. It is critical to keep it off our trees.

But the real problem is in our forests and parks. How many of you have weeded ivy 
seedlings from your garden beds even though you don’t grow ivy? As a professional 
gardener, I can tell you that I have weeded LOTS and LOTS – from my own gardens and 
from client gardens.

Those little seedlings grow in parks and forests too. They clamber around on the ground 
until they hit a tree, then they grow UP. Once they get into more sun they leave 
their juvenile phase – where the leaves are in their familiar 3-pointed form. In their 
reproductive phase, the leaves change shape and the ivy begins to flower and produce 
berries. And the vicious cycle continues.

Reproductive stage ivy, with flowers and berries. There are still a few “normal” ivy leaves 
pictured, but most of the leaves have assumed their mature shape.

For me, ivy seedlings in the forest are the biggest reason to eliminate ivy, everywhere 
in BC – if there are no humans around to pick the seedlings, those ivy plants will TAKE 
DOWN the forest.
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Note that ivy berries are not 
good food for birds. They 
are mildly toxic. Because 
of this toxicity, birds don’t 
eat too many berries at one 
time. This is great for ivy, 
because when the birds 
drop the seeds, there is 
less competition from other 
ivy seedlings for light and 
water. Ivy is starvation food. 
Ivy berries only get eaten 
because ivy has replaced 
viable food options.

• Did you know that English 
ivy is on noxious weed lists 
in BC, Washington state 
and Oregon?

• Did you know that ivy 
causes the death of large 
trees – either by blocking 
sunlight or by windthrow?

• Did you know that ivy is perfect habitat… for rats! But not for wildlife that we want to 
live here. It replaces desirable plants that provide valuable wildlife habitat.

Some information on the global ivy problem from Oregon, Stanley Park, and as far away 
as Australia:

From Portland Oregon’s NO IVY League, in February 2013:

“Since 1994 the No Ivy League has worked tirelessly to remove English ivy 
from Portland’s natural areas. Here are the numbers:

Work Sites Visited - 118

Total Site Visits Across All Sites - 1,803

Workers and Volunteers Involved - 25,377

Ivy Removal Work Hours Logged - 88,537

Full Lifesavers Performed - 16,784 trees

Lifesavers and Girdles Performed - 11,472 trees

Square Feet of Ground Ivy Removed - 4,504,905

Acres of Ground Ivy Removed - 103.42”

(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/article/201781)

That’s 11,000+ eight-hour days, or 30 years of 365 eight-hour days. The Parks and Rec 
directors estimate that ivy has invaded approx 50% of the city’s urban forest, parkland 
and other undeveloped green space. Imagine where the numbers would be without 
those ELEVEN THOUSAND DAYS of effort!

Reproductive stage ivy, with flowers and berries. There 
are still a few “normal” ivy leaves pictured, but most of 
the leaves have assumed their mature shape.
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In Stanley Park, countless hours of volunteer time have been spent on ivy removal – in 
the hope of SLOWING the spread. 30% of the park has been invaded– and that is WITH 
humans ivy-busting for years.

Similar outcomes are happening all over the planet. In a national park in Australia, ivy 
is taking out native grasses and trees, leading to loss of food for birds and mammals. 
Expert opinion there is that in the absence of control efforts, ivy would “eventually 
dominate the indigenous vegetation, preventing natural regeneration and reducing 
floristic diversity.” That translates to “it will trend to ivy monoculture.” That is what I 
believe will happen to our forests if we don’t eliminate ivy from our landscapes.

Please educate your friends and neighbours about ivy. And reconsider any outdoor 
plantings. If you already grow ivy, remove it. At the very least, be sure it doesn’t flower 
and fruit.

Replace climbing ivy with clematis, climbing honeysuckle, climbing hydrangea, or 
another non-invasive selection. If you use ivy as a groundcover, there are MANY 
replacement groundcovers. The removal of your ivy could be a great opportunity to 
introduce native plants into your landscape.

If your land or trees have already been invaded, refer to this website for information on 
how to best handle that situation: http://www.pesticide.org/pubs/alts/ivy/englishivy.html

A few words about removing ivy:

• Gloves, long sleeves, and long pants are recommended, as handling ivy can cause 
contact dermatitis. If you have allergic rhinitis, you might also consider a good mask. 
Working with ivy really stuffs me up.

• Ivy will readily root in your compost heap. Make sure it is well and truly dead if you 
choose to compost it. I enjoy hanging it on a fence in the hot sun. Sealing it in a 
black plastic bag in the sun or under a black tarp in the sun would also be effective.

January To-Do List:
I’m back to stealing content from Sue Jones. Thank you Sue!

• WEEDS!

• WINTER PLANT PROTECTION - If you still have your cut Christmas tree around you 
use the branches to cover tender or early-flowering plants.

• PLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS - This is a good time to select and plant them – when 
the temperature is above freezing. Most garden outlets get their new selection of 
these trees during the winter. Because the trees are dormant, they transplant with a 
minimum amount of stress. Speak to a trained nursery person or Master Gardener on 
duty as to which varieties are recommended for our area.

• ROSES - January is also a great month to select and plant Roses. You can hold off on 
pruning them until the Forsythias bloom.

• DORMANT SPRAY – It’s is a good time to make an application of Dormant spray to 
help control insect and disease problems. A combination Lime Sulfur and Oil spray or 
Copper spray are the ones most often used for winter dormant spraying. Do not spray 
when temperatures are below freezing, when it is raining or when windy. Follow label 
directions.
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• PRUNING - January is a great month to prune most deciduous trees and shrubs. Do 
not prune spring flowering plants such as quince, forsythia, spirea, camellia, etc. as 
you would be removing the flower buds.

• EQUIPMENT REPAIR - Does your mower blade need sharpening? Does the oil need 
changing? What about the filters and spark plug? Is the engine running properly? If 
your power tools need maintenance, this is the time to do it. You can avoid longer 
wait times by getting repairs or tune-ups done in January.

• SLUG CONTROL - Every slug left to roam the garden will produce two hundred off-
spring this spring, summer and fall. In addition, the offspring will also reproduce.

Check out http://www.bcliving.ca/garden/january-garden-to-do-list. 

Check out http://www.organicgardening.com/learn-and-grow/do-list-january?page=0,4. 
Note that this page is for zone 7, but other zones are available.

Regular Membership Matters and Contacts

Loonie – Toonie – Fiver Sale
(Erica Monderman and Lori Pross)

If you have plants to spare please bring them to the meeting. When digging up plants, 
place them in appropriate, manageable containers. Please label them.

Garden-related items are also accepted. Put on a price you think is fair – loonie, toonie, 
or fiver – and place it beside the Plant Sales Table.

Get a free Lucky Raffle Ticket for your donations to the sale.

REMEMBER that unsold plants and garden items must be taken home with you.

Refreshments (Bridget Rowledge, Allison Foot) 
**Please remember to bring your own mug. 

Thank you to this month’s goodies volunteers: Lois W, Susan R, Diane S

And thank you to Allison and Bridget for managing the table this month.

If you are willing to serve or bake at a future meeting, please contact Bridget at  
752-0949 or Allison at 738-0478. Be sure to leave your telephone number when you 
volunteer, so that a reminder call can be made shortly before the meeting date.
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Sunshine Lady (Teresa Klemm) 

Please contact Teresa at teresa@kgcfirerescue.com if you know of a Club member who  
is ill or is in need of sympathy or encouragement.

Membership (Sheila Brochu) 
Guests are welcome to attend one meeting, but are expected to join when coming to 
a second meeting – a matter of insurance and of contributing toward hiring space, 
speakers, etc.

Please notify Sheila of changes to your contact information: address, phone or email. 
You can contact her via email at sheilajoanb@gmail.com or by phone at 594-4920.

Show What You Grow: (Linda Fullalove)

Share something with the club and get a free Lucky Raffle Ticket for your effort.  
Bring your item to Linda before the meeting starts.

The Library: (Carol Bal is the new coordinator, assisted by: Elaine Cathcart,  
Barry Thomas, Birgitta Mick and Duane Quily.)

Browse the lending library table when you come to monthly meetings. It’s a great 
benefit of being a Club member. Please feel free to recommend books that you consider 
a valuable addition to the Club library.

Tours: (Audrey Brown)

Audrey Brown has agreed to take on “Tours” with the guidance of Sandy Glazier. They 
are hard at work organizing a local garden tour for us.

Newsletter: (Judy Stoutenburg)

Want to get a free ticket in our prize draw? Are you a great writer? Consider writing 
an article about your favourite plant or a special gardening technique. A terrific 
photographer? Submit a photo.

Contact Judy at judystoutenburg@shaw.ca or 250-752-5706. Because mail delivery 
takes 5 business days via Canada Post now, the cut off date for submissions is the  
25th of the month.

Sue Jones has taken on “News Flashes”, but let’s get all that we can into the 
newsletter, please and thank you. Sue’s email for news flashes is jonesorg@shaw.ca.
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Events and News for Other Clubs

Seedy Saturday
‘SOW THE SEEDS!’
Qualicum Beach Civic Centre

Admission by Donation     www.qbseedysaturday.com

Saturday, February 7, 2015
10:00-3:30

10:30-11:30 Diane Sharp
‘GROWING YOUR GROCERIES’

12:00-1:00 Kate Green
‘SEEDS GROW MORE THAN FOOD’

1:30-2:45 ‘GARDENING PANEL’

Vendors

Seed Swap

QB Farmers’ Market

Shoots With Roots

Master Gardeners

Seedy Café

Bring your seeds 
for the seed swap

in the Lions’ Room

QBSS 2015
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QUALICUM BEACH GARDEN CLUB

MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETING NOVEMBER 10wTH, 2014
Darlene called the meeting to order at 7.30 pm in the Lion’s room. There were no questions 
or remarks about the minutes. Brandy presented the financial statement.

The invasive plant question was announced.

Allison and Bridget would like to thanks all the bakers and refreshment helpers; and the 
2015 list is there for signing up.

Lori Pross gave a bit of history of Seedy Saturday for the new members. The next Seedy 
Saturday will be February 7 and the signup sheets went around.

Laurene Ebbett announced that the Mid Island Floral Art Club will have Andrea Strachan on 
November 13 for “A Floral Christmas”.

The Civic Center has to make room to be on par with fire regulations the last two weeks 
of December. There will be no room for our library cart any more, maybe there are some 
shelves available for library books. If anyone has a spot for the cart, even temporary, please 
get in touch with Darlene.

So far, Diana English has agreed to take on publicity in 2015. There are still other positions 
to be filled.

Evelin introduced tonight’s speaker Terry Taylor and his wife Rosemary who took all the 
beautiful pictures and composed the presentation: Some Native Flowers of Coastal British 
Columbia. We see flowering plants and shrubs from spring through summer in our area. 
Indian Plum is the first deciduous native shrub to bloom. Then there are pictures and 
comments on skunk cabbage, salmon berry, western trillium, Erythronium, shooting star, 
chocolate lily, calypso orchid, blue camas, monkey flowers, big bird’s foot trefoil, salal, 
Oregon grape, blueberries, bunchberry, pacific dogwood, violets, Saskatoon, western 
buttercup, vanilla leaf, saxifrages, field chickweed, bleeding hearts, wild ginger, honeysuckle, 
Pacific crab apple, Indian paintbrush, spotted corral root, the three varieties of foam flower, 
twin flower, tiger lily, the two native rhododendrons, false azalea, pearly everlasting, queens 
cup. Indian pipe, thimble berry, sundew, butterwort, red columbine, gum weed, hardhack, 
fireweed, snowberry and Nootka rose (and I probably missed some).

Terry also is very knowledgeable about mushrooms and maybe Qualicum Beach will have a 
mushroom show in October 2015.

Linda presented Show What You Grow.

Helen T brought little inky caps and crumble caps mushrooms (named by Terry Taylor).

Kathy H showed Banana, Jalapeno, Chili and Habanero pepper.

Shiralee M had Ox Heart tomatoes and tomatillo’s.

Brandy informed us that the invasive plant was English ivy or Hedera helix. There were the 
juvenile and the arborescence (flowering) form. Ivy can grow up to four meters a year; the 
weight can cause tree failure.

Then there were the draw for the winner and the draw for the raffle.

The meeting was adjourned at 8.50 and 63 people signed in, it looked like more, as we 
needed extra chairs. 

Maria van den Berg, secretary


